
Frequently Asked Questions AFN7/AFR1 
 
 
How do I check the software (firmware) version information of my AFN7/AFR1? 
Go to Setup-information tab to check the software version and hardware version numbers. It also gives you the 
next yearly calibration due date in the same screen. 
 
 
How do I upgrade the firmware? 
To upgrade the AFN7/AFR1 software, use a USB flash drive and prepare it for upgrade of the latest firmware 
using Report. Plug in the USB flash drive in the USB host connector of AFN7/AFR1. Select the start software 
update option and it will prompt a caution message. Choose Yes to upgrade the software 
 
 
How to setup date/time in my AFN7/AFR1? 
From the setup touch lens button, go to System tab and select time and date. Choose the edit button to set or 
change date and time. 
 
 
Where can I change the Auto Power-off time setting? 
In the SETUP touch lens button, you can configure the Auto Power Off setting to the desired minute intervals. 
 
 
How do I check if my AFN7/AFR1 is running in Demonstration (demo) mode? 
If AFN7/AFR1 is in demonstration mode, all the tests on AFN7/AFR1 are simulated tests and are not real. To 
switch between Demo Mode or Real Testing mode go to SETUP touch lens and SYSTEM tab and choose the 
DEMO mode. 
 
 
How do I replace an old battery? 
The batteries are located on the bottom side of the units. To remove the batteries: 
1. Turn the unit off and disconnect the external power supplies. 
2. Unscrew the flip battery compartment door and open it. 
3. Pull the battery out and insert a new battery and close the compartment door and fasten it in place with the 
screw. 
 
 
How do I know if I have the correct adapter for testing? 
The type of adapter that is installed in AFN7/AFR1 can be found from Test Settings tab in setup menu. 
 
 
Can I use the AFN7/AFR1 for testing while recharging the battery? 
Yes. The AFN7/AFR1 is fully functional whether operating on battery or plugged into a wall outlet. You do not 
have to wait until the battery has been fully charged. 
 
 
The Auto-Test measurement is very fast (about 1 or 2 seconds to complete) and displays a FAIL at each third 
measurement 
The AFN7/AFR1 appears to be in Demo mode. This feature is used for training and demonstration purposes. It 
allows users to get familiar with the AFN7/AFR1 without having to be connected to any cables. This feature can 
be turned on or off in the Tools section under the Demo Mode icon. 
 
 
The supplied headset will not work 



The headset function was activated in firmware version 4.5.1. Please visit our website to insure you have the 
latest version of firmware installed on your AFN7/AFR1. To turn the talkset feature ON, using the stylus, simply 
press the phone icon located at the top of the touch screen. If the icon is red, the talkset feature is turned OFF. 
If the icon is green the talkset feature is turned ON. 
 
 
The AFN7/AFR1 is turned off, but the light in the on/off switch lights up red  
The device is connected to a power supply and is charging. 
 
 
The light in the on/off switch lights up green 
The unit is turned on and is ready for use. 
 
 
The AFN7/AFR1 is switched on and the light in the on/off switch lights up green and orange 
The unit is plugged into an AC power supply, the unit's power is turned on, the unit is ready for use and 
charging the battery at the same time. 
 
 
The AFN7/AFR1 is turned off and the light in the on/off switch is blinking red  
It appears that there is a problem with the battery. Remove the battery and clean the metal contacts. Remove 
the AC adapter and leave the unit turned on until the battery is completely discharged. Once fully discharged, 
plug the unit back into AC power and recharge the device. Should the problem continue, replace the battery 
with a new one or one from another AFN7/AFR1 unit. If the problem still persists, please contact your local 
Psiber Data technical support team. 
 
 
Cable Test 
 
How do I select the limit? 
From the Setup touch lens button, select the Test Settings tab; choose Limit menu at the top and it will open up 
a screen with different limits to choose from. Run through the hierarchy and choose the appropriate limit for 
the certification job that you are performing. 
 
 
How do I select the cable type for certification? 
To select the type of cable under certification, go to Test Settings tab under Setup touch lens button. It will 
open up a screen to select the cable manufacturer followed by the name of the cable. Choose the appropriate 
cable under certification. 
 
 
Is it possible to set up and test against your own custom limits with the AFN7/AFR1? 
Yes. As of software version 4.7, this is possible. Get a corresponding template guide, from your local Psiber Data 
technical support team. 
 
 
How do I set reference between local and remote units? 
It is recommended that whenever the local and remote unit pair is being used for the first time you perform a 
set reference measurement. If there is a mismatch between the software versions or the reference calibration 
between local and remote units has expired the AFN7/AFR1 would require you to perform a Set Reference 
measurement. To perform a set reference measurement, go to the tools menu and select the set reference 
measurement icon. Connect the AFN7/AFR1 local and remote unit for reference calibration. This is done by 
connecting a Permanent link adapter at the local end and a Channel adapter at the remote end and connecting 



them together. Press OK to start the Set Reference procedure, once the Set Reference is complete the screen 
shows a Pass or Fail message. The flow of the screens is shown below. 
 
 
How do I run certification test (AutoTest)? 
Once you have setup the AFN7/AFR1 for the desired certification process, AFN7/AFR1 allows you to perform 
AutoTest with just one touch of AutoTest touch lens button. Once the test is completed it will show the 
summary results page with Pass or Fail message. 
 
 
Why do I constantly get a FAIL when I run an Auto-Test even though my wiring was installed properly and 
punched down correctly? 
Make sure that you have chosen the correct limit for the type of cabling you are testing. The limit for a higher 
class of cabling, for the most part, cannot be achieved with components of lower categories. For example, if 
you are testing a Category 5e installation and your tester is set to test Category 6A, it is highly likely you will 
always fail the Auto-Test. Another reason might be that the Channel or Link adapter is not seated properly in 
the tester. When inserting any adapter into the AFN7/AFR1, you always want to listen for a click sound. Remove 
the adapter and click it again. 
 
 
How do I add a new site in AFN7/AFR1? 
To add a new site for a certification job, go to Setup one touch menu and click on New, a keypad will allow you 
to enter the site name. Also enter the details about the site like address, contact number and other notes for 
better referencing. 
 
 
Where do I change default labeling scheme for saving test results? 
From the SETUP touch lens menu, select the label source. It will open up another screen with different types of 
labelling scheme to choose from. 
 
 
What are the labeling options available for saving test results in AFN7/AFR1? 
AFN7/AFR1 supports simple Auto-Increment labels by incrementing the last character or number of the label 
for the next test. This allows you to save test results with unique labels without having to type labels after every 
test. Alternatively, if you are following the labeling standards specified in the TIA 606 standard, AFN7/AFR1 
supports Class 1, Class 2 and Class 3 labels. 
 
 
Saved Data 
 
How do I save test data 
Once the autotest is completed, the test results can be saved manually by pressing the SAVE button at the 
bottom right corner. Depending on the type of labeling chosen the labels are either chosen automatically or 
you will be required to key in the record name based on your own naming scheme. A keypad will open up 
letting you enter the name of the record to be saved and press SAVE. 
 
How can I setup my AFN7/AFR1 to save results automatically? 
Auto saving of results removes the hassle of manually having to save after every test. You should setup the 
labeling scheme before enabling the Auto-saving option. Go to the Setup touch lens menu and select the Auto 
Save results option at the bottom. 
 
 
How do I export test results into Report? 



Report is the PC based so lets you store, manage and generate reports of the tests done on AFN7/AFR1. To 
export test results from AFN7/AFR1 to the PC software you will need a USB flash drive. Plug a USB flash drive 
into AFN7/AFR1 and AFN7/AFR1 will detect the USB drive insertion and come up with a screen with a list of 
options. Moving results will not keep a copy of test results in the AFN7/AFR1. Copying results would keep a 
copy of results in the AFN7/AFR1 as well as copying the results to the USB flash drive. 
 
 
Now I have my results in USB thumb drive, how do I export to PC? 
Once you have the results in the thumb drive, run the Report application from your PC desktop. Plug in the 
thumb drive into the PC where the PC software Report is installed. Start the Report application by clicking on 
START Report. Once the application is running, import test records from the USB flash drive, from the File 
menu. The application will automatically guide you through the process of importing test results. 
 
 
How do I export result into an Excel sheet or pdf reports? 
From the list you can either click on the excel icon or the pdf icon to generate the Excel and pdf reports. 
 
 
The software will not allow me to save any of my projects 
The Report software requires read/write access to the Windows System. In order to perform that, the software 
must be installed in the Administrator mode. This mode is necessary each time you start the software. If you 
right click on the Report icon, you can select Run as administrator. 
 
 
How do I format the internal flash? 
You can restore all settings and internal flash memory to the factory settings from the SETUP touch lens button 
and System Settings. 
CAUTION: Confirming this option will erase all current settings on the device and erase all data including all 
stored results. There is no way to recover the data once erased. 
 
 
I cannot access my test results that are saved on the USB stick 
Check that the memory stick is fully inserted into the LOCAL unit. To transfer the test results to the memory 
stick, remove and reinsert the memory stick into the LOCAL unit. The AFN7/AFR1 should recognize that a USB 
stick has been inserted and prompt you to transfer the tests stored in the internal memory to the memory stick. 
 
 
The AFN7/AFR1 won't recognize my USB memory stick 
We always recommend using the memory stick that came with the AFN7/AFR1. However, that may not always 
be possible. Memory sticks are not created equal and although we make every effort for the AFN7/AFR1 to 
recognize all memory sticks, there are some very low end memory sticks on the market. If the AFN7/AFR1 does 
not recognize your memory stick, try reformatting the memory stick using your PC, then try it again. If the 
problem still persists, please contact your AFN7/AFR1 technical support team. 
 
 
The Local device and the Remote device shows different memory sizes 
Once the local and the remote device are connected, either by running an Auto-Test or by performing a 
calibration using a permanent link cord connected to a channel adapter, the memory contents will be matched 
and both devices will show the same value. 
 


